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HARMONISED STANDARDS FOR BUILDING HARDWARE:

WHAT IS AHEAD OF US?

Inge Lidén
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Responsible for 48 EN standards
44 published, partly to be revised
4 in the pipeline

12 Active prWI or WI
8 published in OJEU Harmonised Standards (hEN)
5 hEN waiting to be published in OJEU
1 hEN to start
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8 hEN harmonised standards based on CPD:1989
- Locks
- Hinges
- Door closing device
- Emergency exit device

Most recent publication in OJEU in 2008
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Different purpose of Building Standards

Market and manufactures
- Describe the performance of the product

Authority and regulations
- Safety for use of the building
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De-harmonisation of 4 hEN
- Locks
- Hinges

Convince
- EC/DG Grow
- CEN
- CEN/TC33
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Follow and influence the work of CPR Revision and the SR for M/101

- ARGE
- CPE
- CEN
- HAS Consultant
- TC 33
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Thank You !